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ABSTRACT
We report an experimental and theoretical investigation of electron-impact single ionization of the highest occupied molecular orbital 1t2
and the next highest occupied molecular orbital 2a1 states of CH4 at an incident electron energy of 250 eV. Triple differential cross sections
measured in two different laboratories were compared with results calculated within the molecular 3-body distorted wave and generalized
Sturmian function theoretical models. For ionization of the 1t2 state, the binary peak was observed to have a single maximum near the
momentum transfer direction that evolved into a double peak for increasing projectile scattering angles, as has been seen for ionization of
atomic p-states. A detailed investigation of this evolution was performed. As expected because of its s-type character, for ionization of the 2a1
state, only a single binary peak was observed. Overall, good agreement was found between experiment and theory.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5097670
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental interactions in nature is that of
electron-molecule collisions. Due to the complexity of this prob-
lem, theoretical calculations necessarily make a number of approx-
imations, and the validity of these must be checked by comparing
to the experiment. For the case of electron-impact single ioniza-
tion of molecules, the most stringent test of theory is provided
by experimental measurements that determine all the energies and
angular locations of the participants. Experiments of this type are
labeled (e, 2e) measurements, and the associated cross sections are
usually called triple differential cross sections (TDCS)—differential
in energy and two solid angles (and so this is actually a five-fold
differential cross section).
In this work, we study electron-impact ionization of methane
(CH4) at intermediate incident energies. CH4 is the most prevalent
greenhouse gas emitted on earth from human and animal activ-
ities and is associated with global warming and climate change.
The methane molecule is the smallest hydrocarbon and has a car-
bon atom at the center that shares 4 bonds with the hydrogen
atoms. In this paper, we examine ionization of the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO), which is the 1t2 state (and which is a
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predominantly p-type orbital), as well as the next highest occupied
molecular orbital (NHOMO), which is the 2a1 state.
In recent years, theory has made impressive progress in describ-
ing the electron-impact ionization dynamics of atomic hydrogen,
helium, and other atoms with one or two electrons in their outer
shells. These atoms can be modeled as quasi-one and quasi-two
electron targets. The interactions are described using various close-
coupling methods, including convergent close coupling (CCC),1
exterior complex scaling (ECS),2 time dependent close coupling
(TDCC),3 and R-matrix methods.4 The treatment of more com-
plex targets such as the noble gases has been far more challeng-
ing, in particular, at low incident energies, but great advances have
been recently achieved. For example, it was shown that both the
B-spline R-matrix method with pseudostates and the 3-body dis-
torted wave (3DW) approximation give excellent agreement with
full three-dimensional experimental data for ionization of neon at
the relatively low incident-electron energy of 65 eV.5 The R-matrix
method also yields relatively good agreement with experimental data
for ionization of argon using similar kinematical conditions to the
neon experiments, and it is found that this agreement is better than
that for the 3DW model.6
The multicenter nature of molecular targets makes the theoreti-
cal treatment of ionization processes significantly more challenging.
At the present time, the close coupling approaches have only been
applied to ionization of H2 but not to larger molecules. In recent
work, several atomic methods have been adapted to study molec-
ular targets. Ionization of methane, in particular, has been investi-
gated within variants of a three-Coulomb wave model,7–9 distorted
wave approaches,10–14 and the complex Kohn variational method.15
Two other approaches, used in the present paper, are the following.
The 3DW approach for atoms has been generalized to molecules,
and this M3DW (molecular three-body distorted wave) approxima-
tion has been successful for several different targets over a large
range of energies.16,17 The Generalized Sturmian Functions (GSF)
approach developed initially for atoms18 has been adapted to deal
with small polyatomic molecules19 and has been applied to study
single ionization by both photon20 and electron21 impact.
There have been a few previous (e, 2e) studies of electron-
impact ionization of methane for lower incident electron energies.
Nixon et al.22 examined equal-energy final state electrons with ener-
gies between 2.5 eV and 25 eV in a coplanar asymmetric geome-
try. Normally, TDCS measurements exhibit a large peak near the
momentum transfer direction (called the binary peak) and a small
peak in the opposite direction (called the recoil peak). Nixon et al.22
found that the recoil peak became larger than the binary peak with
decreasing energy. Following from this work, Nixon et al.23 com-
pared the TDCS for ionization of methane and neon in the per-
pendicular plane, for final state electrons of equal energy ranging
between 2.5 eV and 30 eV. For neon, the experimental measurement
exhibited a double peak at high energy and a single peak at lower
energy, while for methane the shape of the TDCS was more com-
plicated. Xu et al.10 reported experimental and theoretical results for
54 eV electron-impact single ionization of the CH4 HOMO state in
both coplanar and perpendicular planes. Although they found qual-
itative agreement between theory and experiment, the agreement
was not as good. The M3DW results presented in that work used
the orientation averaged molecular orbital (OAMO) approximation.
Without the latter approximation, the M3DW calculations reported
later by Chaluvadi et al.11 were in much better agreement with the
experiment.
Measurements in coplanar asymmetric geometries for the
larger incident electron energy of 500 eV have been performed by
the Orsay group.7 Except possibly in the recoil region, the TDCS
for the ionization from both the 1t2 and 2a1 states have been well
reproduced by a number of theoretical treatments.7,9,12,13,15,19,21
For an incident energy of 250 eV, Isik et al.24 measured the
TDCS for the ionization of the 1t2 state, with an ejected energy
of 50 eV again in coplanar asymmetric geometries. Published cal-
culations could reproduce the typical binary plus recoil shapes but
not the binary to recoil peak ratios.8,9,21 By varying the kinematical
and geometrical configurations, a clear double peak structure in the
binary region was predicted theoretically within the GSF model.21,25
Such a double structure, attributed to the p-type character of the
ionized molecular orbital, has been observed also in experiments on
N20,26 H20,27 and CO2.28
It is the purpose of this paper to explore the angular distribu-
tions of the TDCS corresponding to the ionization of the HOMO
and NHOMO states of CH4, with a focus on the single or dou-
ble peak structure in the binary region. To this end, we consider
an incident energy of 250 eV and coplanar asymmetric geometries.
We report several cross section measurements from two different
laboratories and compare their results with calculations performed
within the M3DW and GSF models.
A schematic of the coplanar geometry is shown in Fig. 1.
The faster final state electron with energy Ea and momentum ka
is detected at a fixed angle θa in the scattering plane (we call this
FIG. 1. Schematic of the coplanar geom-
etry. The incident electron has energy Ei
and momentum ki . The scattered elec-
tron has energy Ea and momentum ka,
and is detected at a fixed angle θa.
The ejected electron has energy Eb and
momentum kb, and its detection angle θb
is varied.
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electron the “scattered” electron for convenience). The slower final
state electron with energy Eb and momentum kb is detected at an
angle θb that varies around the plane in a clockwise direction (we
call this electron the “ejected” electron).
The momentum transfer direction is determined by the
momentum of the incident electron and the scattered electron, and
is given by
q = ki − ka. (1)
II. THEORY
A. M3DW theory
The M3DW model has been presented in Ref. 17, so we pro-
vide only a brief outline of the theory here. The direct scattering
amplitude is given by
Tdir = ⟨χ−a (ka, ra)χ−b (kb, rb)Cab(kab, rab)× ∣Vi −Ui∣휙Dy(rb,R)χ+i (ki, ra)⟩, (2)
where χ+i (ki, ra) is a continuum-state distorted wave and the
(+) indicates outgoing wave boundary conditions. χ−a (ka, ra) and
χ−b (kb, rb) are the scattered and ejected electron distorted waves
with incoming wave boundary conditions. The factor Cab(kab, rab)
is the final state Coulomb-distortion factor between the two elec-
trons, normally called the postcollision interaction (PCI). rab is the
relative separation between the two electrons and kab is the relative
momentum. The term V i is the initial state interaction between the
projectile electron and the target, and U i is a spherically symmetric
approximation for V i. Finally, 휙Dy(rb, R) is the initial bound-state
wave function which depends both on the position vector rb and the
orientation of the molecule designated by R. It is taken here as the
Dyson molecular orbital for the active electron, which is calculated
using density function theory with a B3LYP/TZ2P basis set. Brion
et al.29 have recently shown that this type of wave function is accu-
rate for CH4. For a given orientation R with respect to the laboratory
frame, the TDCS is then obtained from
σTDCS(R) = 1(2pi)5 ka kbki (∣Tdir(R)∣2 + ∣Texc(R)∣2
+ ∣Tdir(R) − Texc(R)∣2), (3)
where the exchange amplitude Texc is of the same form as Eq. (2),
except that the ra and rb coordinates in the final state wave function
are exchanged.
B. GSF theory
The adaptation of the GSF approach18 to single ionization of
molecules has been developed in Ref. 19 and has been applied to
small molecules in photon20 and electron21 impact studies. The
spectral approach is based on using a basis set of GSFs that are,
by definition, solutions of a two-particle Sturm–Liouville problem.
One important characteristic of GSFs is that they can be tailored
to contain suitable physical properties, making them efficient for
a given scattering problem. All basis set functions can be chosen
to have, in particular, a common preselected asymptotic behav-
ior that is appropriate to describe a given scattering state. In sin-
gle ionization of a neutral target, for example, an ejected elec-
tron will have a specific energy and feel a unit charge at large
distances. GSFs have been used successfully to study double ion-
ization of helium induced by photon,30 electron,31,32 or proton33
impact.
The extension to study electron-impact ionization of small
molecules was made making some approximations, such as the
frozen core and the single active electron approximation. In the
present calculations, we use a one-center expansion for the descrip-
tion of the initial state of methane and take the wave functions
tabulated by Moccia.34 Using a set of Euler angles, this initial
state is rotated in space in order to incorporate the random tar-
get orientation, which is not resolved experimentally. Within a
first order perturbative approximation, the incident and scattered
electrons are described by plane waves, and the molecular poten-
tial is described through a static exchange approximation. For
a given molecular orientation R, the ionization process is stud-
ied solving a first order driven equation (as described in Refs.
19 and 21) whose solution corresponds to the ejected electron
wave function. To obtain this molecular single continuum, we pro-
pose an expansion in a set of GSFs with a Coulomb asymptotic
behavior corresponding to exactly the Eb energy. Because of this
property, the ionization amplitude [and thereafter the TDCS as
in Eq. (3)] is extracted directly from the expansion coefficients;
there is no need to evaluate a transition matrix element (six-
dimensional integral) as, for example, through Eq. (2) in the M3DW
method.
For the treatment of coplanar asymmetric geometries in which
we have a relatively fast incident electron and an ejected electron
that carries a relatively small energy (Eb << Ea), we neglect exchange
effects. The calculated TDCSs within our first-Born GSF approach
possess then an intrinsic symmetry with respect to the momentum
transfer direction.
C. Orientation averaging
Whether in the M3DW or the GSF approach, the TDCSs are
calculated for a given molecular orientation R. Since the target
molecules are randomly oriented in the experiments, we need to take
an average of the theoretical TDCS over all possible orientations11,21
so that
σ = ∫ σTDCS(R) dΩR∫ dΩR . (4)
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. The Afyon experiment and results
The measurements in Afyon have been carried out using an
electron-electron coincidence spectrometer. A detailed description
of the apparatus and its applications to ionization of atomic and
molecular targets is given in Refs. 24, 35, and 28, and so only a
brief description is presented here. The spectrometer comprises an
electron gun, two rotatable electrostatic hemispherical electron ana-
lyzers equipped with channel electron multipliers (CEM’s), and a
Faraday cup. The spectrometer is located in a cylindrical stainless
steel vacuum chamber. The pressure in the chamber was main-
tained around 2 × 10−6 torr during data accumulation. The spec-
trometer operated with an electron current of ∼1 µA and had an
energy resolution of ∼0.6 eV. The gas jet and electron gun are fixed
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to produce orthogonal beams whose intersection defines the colli-
sion center. The electron beam produced by the gun can be varied
between 10 eV and 450 eV, while producing a collimated beam of
electrons having a diameter of 2 mm in the interaction region. Both
ejected and scattered electrons were detected using hemispherical
analyzers.
The Afyon data and theoretical TDCS results for 250 eV
electron-impact ionization of the HOMO state of CH4 are compared
in Figs. 2 and 3 for ejected electron energies of 50 eV and 30 eV.
The vertical arrows indicate the direction of momentum transfer +q
and −q. Since the absolute values of the experimental data were not
FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental and theoretical TDCS for 250 eV electron-
impact ionization of the 1t2 orbital of CH4. The ejected electron has an energy of 50
eV, and the scattered electron angles are as shown. The results for analyzer (a) at
10○ (a), at 20○ (b), and at 25○ (c). The data are measured in the Afyon laboratory
and are normalized to the calculations in each panel, the left scale showing the
GSF calculation (in atomic units) and the right scale showing the M3DW calculation
(again in atomic units). The calculations differ in magnitude by a factor from 3 to 6,
depending on the angle of the analyzer (a).
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, now for an ejected electron energy of 30 eV. (a) shows the
results for analyzer (a) at 10○ and (b) shows the results for 20○.
determined, both theory and experiment have been normalized to
unity at the binary peak in each plot.
As seen from Fig. 2, where three different fixed electron scat-
tering angles (10○, 20○,24 and 25○) are considered, both M3DW and
GSF results are in reasonably good agreement with the shape of the
experimental data (we can only compare shapes under these nor-
malization conditions). By construction, the GSF calculation pre-
dicts a binary peak that is symmetric about the momentum trans-
fer direction. For the two smaller scattering angles (10○, 20○), both
experiment and M3DW calculation have a peak at a larger angle
than the momentum transfer direction, and this can be attributed
to the final state electron-electron repulsion (i.e., PCI). The M3DW
model contains PCI to all orders of approximation, and this pro-
duces very good agreement with the experiment. There is a very
small recoil peak found in the data for the smallest scattering
angle (θa = 10○) that is also in good agreement with the M3DW
results.
One of the interesting aspects of these results is the behav-
ior of the binary peak with increasing projectile scattering angles.
For the two smaller angles, there is a single peak near the momen-
tum transfer direction +q. For the largest scattering angle, there is a
double peak with a fairly deep minimum at +q. This type of behav-
ior has previously been observed for ionization of the p-states of
neon,36 argon,37 and xenon.36 Whelan38 suggested that this mini-
mum for p-states can be explained by considering the plane wave
impulse approximation (PWIA). In this approximation, the TDCS
is proportional to the square of the momentum space wave func-
tion. For the +q direction, the momentum space wave function for
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p-states is zero, and so in this approximation, the TDCS must also
be zero. The exact zero in the PWIA becomes a minimum for more
accurate calculations. This interpretation can be considered under
high incident energy and close to bound Bethe ridge conditions.
When moving away from such regimes, in particular, in the copla-
nar asymmetric configurations investigated in the present study, the
situation is more difficult to interpret. Indeed, the ejected and scat-
tered electrons play different roles since they have very different
momenta; the two theoretical models are thus more complex and
the cross section does not reduce to the square of the p-electron
momentum distribution. To our knowledge, no one has suggested
a physical or kinematical explanation why the double peak is not
always observed in the experimental data in such asymmetric energy
regimes.
Haynes and Lohmann37 measured p-state ionization of argon
for 113.5 eV incident electrons and for a fixed scattering angle of
15○. They found a single peak for ejected electrons with 10 eV and
a double peak at lower energies. Stevenson et al.39 performed a sim-
ilar experiment for ionization of argon at 200 eV also with a fixed
scattering angle of 15○. These experiments found a single peak for
20 eV ejected electrons and a double peak for 10 eV and lower. Ren
et al.6 reported measurements for ionization of the p-state of argon
at 66 eV with scattering angles of 10○, 15○, and 20○ and ejected elec-
tron energies of 3, 5, and 10 eV. For 5 and 10 eV electrons, they found
a single peak for all three scattering angles. However, for ejected elec-
trons at 3 eV, they found a single peak for 10○ scattering and double
peaks for 15○ and 20○. From these observations in argon, the trend
seems to suggest double peaks form with decreasing ejected elec-
tron energy and fixed scattering angle. In one case, a double peak
occurred with fixed ejected electron energy and increasing scattering
angle, and in two cases, no double peak was found with increasing
scattering angle. However, for neon, which is isoelectronic to CH4,
Stevenson et al.36 found double peaks for 150 eV incident electrons,
10 eV ejected electrons, and projectile scattering angles of 5○, 10○,
and 15○. This differs from the argon measurements, and so there
does not appear to be a general trend throughout the targets that
have been studied so far.
A similar behavior has been observed for ionization of CO2 at
250 eV with 37 eV ejected electrons and scattered electron angles
of 10○, 20○, and 30○.1 For this case, the experiment found a single
peak at 10○, a double peak at 20○, and a single peak again at 30○.
The M3DW model predicted a single peak at 10○ and double peak
at 20○ in agreement with the experiment; however, the model also
predicted a double peak at 30○ contrary to the data. For previous
CH4 measurements, Lahmam-Bennani et al.7 measured ionization
of the 1t2 state for 500 eV incident electrons for a fixed projectile
scattering angle (6○) but for three different ejected energies. They
observed a hint of a double binary peak for 12 eV ejected electrons
but a clear single peak for 37 or 74 eV. Xu et al.10 considered 54 eV
incident electrons, three pairs of ejected electron energies, and five
projectile scattering angles ranging from 15○ to 55○ (i.e., 15 different
data sets). Although no evidence for a double binary peak was seen
in the data for angles larger than 20○, there was some indication of a
double peak for 15○ and 20○. However, in previous atomic measure-
ments, the minimum was either at or very close to the momentum
transfer direction such as found here. By contrast, the minimum in
the data from Ref. 10 occurred at much larger angles, so this dou-
ble peak structure probably results from a different physical effect.
As a result, although it is well known that the 1t2 state of methane
has a p-type momentum distribution,29 previous experiments have
not clearly observed a double peak structure in the TDCS angular
distribution.
Figure 3 compares the experimental data from the Afyon group
with theory for 30 eV ejected electrons and two fixed angles of 10○
and 20○. Again both calculations are in reasonably good agreement
with the normalized data. For θa = 10○, the experimental binary peak
is shifted to larger angles relative to the momentum transfer direc-
tion, in agreement with the M3DW calculation. However, agreement
between the M3DW theory and experiment is not as satisfactory as it
was for the higher ejected energy. Again the single binary peak devel-
ops into a double peak with increasing scattering angle θa. However,
for θa = 20○, the experiment shows that the larger angle peak is
smaller in amplitude. This is in contrast with the theoretical results:
the GSF predicts equal magnitudes for the twin peaks (as a direct
consequence of the first Born model), whereas the M3DW calcula-
tion predicts a larger peak at the higher angle. For both ejected elec-
tron energies, the minimum is very close to the momentum transfer
direction as predicted.
We have also performed a detailed theoretical investigation of
the behavior of the binary peak as a function of the fast electron scat-
tering angle for several fixed ejected electron energies, including 50
and 30 eV. As an example, Fig. 4 presents a surface plot of M3DW
results for the 50 eV case as a function of θa as this angle is varied
from 10○ to 36○ , with θb being the ejected electron angle. The sin-
gle binary peak near +q for small θa is seen to develop into a double
peak, with a deep minimum in the momentum transfer direction for
θa ≈ 22○ due to the valley formed with increasing θa. For larger scat-
tering angles, this valley develops back into a peak so that the TDCS
is again a single peak at θa ≈ 34○.
To obtain a better understanding of this double binary peak
structure (and to get additional experimental verification), the
experimental group in Manchester, UK, performed a more detailed
examination of the binary peak as a function of the faster electron
scattering angle, and these results are presented in Sec. III B.
FIG. 4. Surface plot of the M3DW TDCS for θa ranging between 10○ and 36○. The
ejected electron angle in the scattering plane is θb.
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B. The Manchester experiment and results
The apparatus used to produce the experimental data from
Manchester has been detailed previously,40–42 so only a brief descrip-
tion is given here. This (e, 2e) spectrometer comprises an elec-
tron gun, two electron energy analyzers, a Faraday cup, and an
atomic/molecular beam source, and so is similar to the Afyon appa-
ratus. However, in the Manchester spectrometer, electron-impact
single ionization coincidence events can be measured either in a
coplanar geometry as adopted here or in a noncoplanar geometry
where the electron gun is rotated out of the detection plane spanned
by the analyzers. The electron gun comprises a two-stage electro-
static lens that delivers a collimated electron beam to the interaction
region with beam energy between 20 eV and 300 eV, and with a
beam current up to 5 µA. Scattered and ejected electrons are detected
in coincidence by two electron analyzers. These use triple cylindri-
cal lenses to image electrons emerging from the interaction region
onto the entrance apertures of hemispherical energy selectors, the
energy selected electrons again being detected by channel electron
multipliers.
A Faraday cup is positioned on the opposite side of the inter-
action region to the electron gun. This cup measured the electron
beam current and also reduced scattered electrons from the outgoing
electron beam. In the coplanar geometry used here (Fig. 1), the phys-
ical size of the gun, analyzers, and cup normally restricts the angular
detection range from θa ,b = 35○ to 135○ for this system. However, in
the present work, the higher electron gun energy of 250 eV allowed
a smaller Faraday cup to be installed so that forward angles of
θa ,min = 20○ and θb ,min = 27.5○ could be reached.
A high-purity beam of CH4 was delivered by a platinum-
iridium gas needle into the interaction region. The spectrometer
was evacuated to a base pressure of ∼10−7 torr using a turbo-
molecular pump. The chamber pressure was set to 1 × 10−5
torr when the experiment was operating. An electron beam cur-
rent of 1 µA was chosen, which allowed a good coincidence
signal to noise ratio to be obtained with the coincidence peak
easily resolvable above background random counts. The Manch-
ester spectrometer is fully controlled and optimized using new
computer-controlled power supplies and new Labview code,43 and
so the analyzers were automatically tuned each time they moved
to a new angle. The electrostatic voltages, beam current, and gas
pressure were routinely logged and were adjusted to minimize
changes in the operating conditions whilst maximizing coincidence
yield.
The data presented here studied ionization from both 1t2 and
2a1 orbitals. To ensure the experiment was correctly operating, a
binding energy scan was performed at regular intervals by hold-
ing the analyzer energies fixed and scanning the incident electron
energy. Figure 5 shows a typical spectrum from one of these scans.
The two orbitals are clearly resolved and are found to be separated
by ∼9 eV. For the current experiments, the analyzers were oper-
ated in an asymmetric coplanar geometry, with analyzer (a) held at a
fixed angle to detect the high-energy “scattered” electrons. Analyzer
(b) was set to detect the low energy “ejected” electrons and swept
around the plane through θb = 27.5○ to 130○ in 2.5○ steps. Coinci-
dence data were accumulated for 1000 seconds at each angle, and up
to 252 measurements were taken for each set at each fixed value θa.
The accumulated data at each angle θb were then averaged, and the
FIG. 5. Binding energy spectrum obtained in the Manchester laboratory showing
both 1t2 and 2a1 orbitals for θa = 30○ and θb = 45○. The orbitals are well-resolved
and are fitted to Gaussians to establish their peak energy and width.
statistical error was used to assign an uncertainty. The fixed angles
ranged from θa = 20○ to 30○ in 2.5○ steps. Two experiments were
carried out for the 1t2 orbital using outgoing electron energies of
Eb = 30 eV and 50 eV while maintaining the incident energy at
250 eV. For comparison, an additional set of data was acquired for
the 2a1 orbital with Eb = 30 eV at a fixed angle θa = 25○.
Like in the Afyon experiment, the Manchester data are not
measured on an absolute scale and so were normalized to a single
point from both theories (see Figs. 6 and 7). The data were however
internormalized for different fixed angles θa by taking 20 individual
relative measurements at set angles so that 100 internormalization
measurements were taken for each energy Eb. The peak at θa = 20○
was normalized to the calculations since this was the strongest sig-
nal in each experiment. For the 2a1 case, the measured peak of the
data was normalized to theory, as shown in Fig. 8. In both sets of
measurements, the vertical error bars represent the standard error
derived from averaging multiple measurements at each angle, and
the horizontal error bars represent the uncertainty due to the angular
resolution of the spectrometer.
Figures 6 and 7 show both Manchester and Afyon data sets for
the cases where the geometrical configurations overlapped. The two
experimental measurements are in excellent agreement for 50 eV
ejected electrons at the two overlapping scattered electron angles of
20○ and 25○. For the case of 30 eV ejected electrons and θa = 20○,
there is also very good agreement between the two experiments for
the larger angle peak, while there is some disagreement on the loca-
tion of the smaller angle peak. Overall, the agreement between the
two (normalized) experiments is very good.
Comparing the two theories, it is seen that both consistently
predict similar TDCS shapes for all measured cases. The M3DW
is in good agreement with the experiment for both the location of
the peaks and the relative magnitude of the data at all angles θa.
It is again emphasized that the Manchester data are normalized to
theory only at a single point when θa = 20○, and so all measure-
ments (a)–(e) as θa varies are directly linked to this single point of
normalization. In a similar way to Fig. 2, the M3DW calculation is
in good agreement with all measurements for 50 eV ejected elec-
trons. This agreement is less satisfactory at 30 eV. When there are
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FIG. 6. Experimental data from the Manchester and Afyon groups, compared to the GSF and M3DW theories for ionization from the 1t2 orbital with an ejected electron energy
of 50 eV, for analyzer (a) at 20○ (a), 22.5○ (b), 25○ (c), 27.5○ (d), and 30○ (e). The Manchester data are normalized to each theory as explained in the text, and the Afyon
data are renormalized to the Manchester data since internormalization was not carried out by this group. Note that a factor of ∼4 difference in magnitude is found between
the TDCS obtained using the M3DW and GSF models, and so two vertical scales are used to represent the different calculations.
two peaks, both experiments predict that the larger angle peak has
smaller intensity than the small angle peak. For the GSF calculation,
the double peak intensities are the same by symmetry and thus can-
not reproduce this trend. By contrast, the M3DW calculation has
peak intensities that are different; however, this model consistently
overestimates the larger angle peak compared to the data.
The motivation for making detailed measurements in 2.5○ steps
for θa was to monitor the evolution of the double peak structure with
increasing scattering angles. For 50 eV, it is seen that a single peak for
θa = 20○ evolved into two peaks with a fairly deep minimum between
them by θa = 25○. For increasing θa, the larger angle second peak
starts to reduce relative to the first and has almost gone by θa = 30○.
This is in relatively good agreement with the M3DW model. As a
result, the experiment confirms the evolution of the TDCS shown in
Fig. 4.
By contrast, the 30 eV case is quite different. The experiment
shows that the higher-angle peak in the double-peak structure is
already negligible by θa = 25○. For the M3DW theory, the second
peak is essentially eliminated by θa = 27.5○, and both theories predict
that it will completely disappear by θa = 30○. It was initially thought
that the lack of agreement with the experiment for the 30 eV case
might be due to the theories being evaluated for a fixed θa, while
there is an angular uncertainty of ±5○ in the experiment. To test this
supposition, the theoretical results were convoluted using a Gaus-
sian with a full width at half maximum that represents the angular
acceptance angle of the apparatus. These convoluted M3DW and
GSF results are shown as dotted and dashed curves, respectively, in
Figs. 6 and 7. The angular resolution is seen to have little effect and
so cannot explain the observed differences between experiment and
theory.
Figure 8 compares the theory and data from Manchester for
ionization of the 2a1 state, for an ejected electron energy of 50 eV
and with θa = 25○. The 2a1 state has an s-type momentum distribu-
tion,29 and the TDCS reflects this, with no structure seen in either the
experimental or theoretical angular distributions. Although the GSF
predicts a peak at a smaller angle than seen in the experiment and the
M3DW predicts a peak at a larger angle, both theories essentially lie
within the experimental uncertainty. No further measurements were
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FIG. 7. Experimental data from the Manchester and Afyon groups, compared to the GSF and M3DW theories for ionization from the 1t2 orbital with an ejected electron energy
of 30 eV, for analyzer (a) at 20○ (a), 22.5○ (b), 25○ (c), 27.5○ (d), and 30○ (e). The Manchester data are normalized to each theory as explained in the text, and the Afyon
data are renormalized to the Manchester data since internormalization was not carried out by this group. Note that a factor of ∼4 difference in magnitude is found between
the TDCS obtained using the M3DW and GSF models, and so two vertical scales are used to represent the different calculations.
FIG. 8. Comparison of the calculated TDCS in the GSF and M3DW models with
data from Manchester for ionization from the 2a1 orbital. The calculations have
different magnitudes, and so two vertical scales have been used to represent
them.
made from this orbital since it did not appear that there was much
more that could be learned under these kinematic conditions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have compared experimental measurements
taken at two different laboratories with M3DW and GSF theoreti-
cal calculations, for electron-impact single ionization of the 1t2 and
2a1 states of molecular CH4. Overall, the measured cross sections
were in very good agreement with each other. For the case of 50 eV
ejected electron energy, both calculations were in good agreement
with the shape of the experimental data. For the 30 eV case, this
agreement was not as satisfactory but still reasonable. Compared to
the GSF calculations, the M3DW results are in slightly better agree-
ment with respect to the location of experimental peaks and to the
relative magnitude of the Manchester data.
It is known that the 1t2 state is predominantly p-type, and
we found, in the binary region, both single and double peaks that
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are characteristic of ionization from atomic p-states. We examined
closely the behavior of the binary peak structure as a function of
the fast electron scattering angle for a fixed electron ejection energy.
Experimentally, for electrons ejected with 50 eV, a single peak was
seen for θa = 20○ which evolved into a double peak with a fairly
deep minimum around θa = 25○. For larger θa, the higher angle peak
decreased in magnitude and had almost disappeared by θa = 30○
(which was the largest angle measured). At this energy, the exper-
imental peak evolution was in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions. For the case where the ejected electrons had 30 eV, a
double peak at θa = 20○ was seen to evolve into a single peak with
increasing θa. While these evolutions in the peaks are predicted by
both theories, the experiments found that the decrease in ampli-
tude of the larger angle peak happened more quickly with increasing
θa than predicted by the theories. Although there have been sev-
eral previous measurements for single ionization of CH4 by elec-
tron impact, this is the first clear observation of a double binary
peak.
The Manchester group also measured the TDCS for ioniza-
tion of the 2a1 state for an ejected electron energy of 50 eV and for
θa = 25○. A single symmetric binary peak with no additional struc-
ture was found, as is expected for ionization of an s-type orbital. Both
theories predicted the same binary peak, and both were within the
experimental uncertainty.
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